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• “Earth’s Population Reaches Eight Billion People”
“We have now reached peak child,” Dr Charles-Edwards says. “There will never be more children 
alive on the Earth than there is today.”…Scores more countries are expected to have smaller 
populations in 2050 than they have now. They’re the countries with low fertility rates and immigration 
levels that are not high enough to make up the difference. Because fertility rates are falling everywhere,
as the decades continue, more and more countries on that map will get coloured in. And gradually, the 
world will get older.”
www.abc.net.au/news/2022-11-13/earths-population-reaches-eight-billion-people/101643854 

• MOVIE: “The Final War” (Subscribe to watch)
“The western world knows very little about the Chinese Communist Party. Most are unaware that the 
CCP has been plotting and taking actions to defeat countries in the west for decades. For the first time,
The Epoch Times investigative team traces back to the beginning of the Chinese Communist Party to 
reveal its 100-year plot to defeat America and other countries in the west. Australians can no longer 
remain in the dark. This ground-breaking new documentary “The Final War” reveals disturbing new 
information about the CCP and answers these key questions.”
https://www.theepochtimes.com/the-final-war_4851409.html 

• “The Military Occupation”
“How in the world did President Trump know to sign and pass Executive Order 13848 which he 
DECLARED a National Emergency and Election Fraud Committee TWO years before COVID and the 
Presidential Election in 2020?”
thedocuments.info/Payload/Military%20Occupancy%202016%20by%20Derek%20Johnson.pdf 
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